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According to the establishment 
media (what’s left of it) an  
exciting and furious contest is  
being waged in Brighton, contain-
ing that most marginal of marginals 
Brighton Kemptown. You would not 
guess this from the content of  
the election leaflet of Andrew 
Bowden, although it must be one  
of the largest election leaflets  
ever produced for one candidate.
One quarter of this leaflet under  
the dramatic heading “I Pledge  
myself to Brighton the town I  
love - my pledge to you“ consists of 
a run-down of Bowden’s family his-
tory. It begins with his  
visit as a boy of 4 to 32,  
Sussex Square, and concludes with  
his engaganent to Benita Gibson, 
which “brings together two well-
known and liked Brighton families“.

This kind of facile and patroni- 
ing intimacy is absent from  
Bowden’s manifesto, which while 
glossing over the social failures  
of the labour Government, points
to housing and education as two  
issues which especially concern 
Brighton.   The refusal of  
Brighton Council to implement a  
comprehensive scheme is  
notorious - they remain one of  
some 12 local authorities in the 
country to take this stance. On
housing the facts are less obvious 
due to the publicity that has  
been given to Stanley Theobald’s  
assertions that all the failures  
in Brighton housing are the result  
of central government restrictions. 
His most famous claim is that the  
attempt to build homes for old  
people at Preston barracks was  
vetoed by the Ministry of Defence  
but in no year over the past five 
year period has Brighton built 
enough new houses to reduce the 
housing waiting list.
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Theobald put forward this thesis  
at a meeting of Julian Amery’s  
last Tuesday in the Pavilion  
Lecture Theatre. While Amery  
pronounced an Olympian discourse  
on the virtues of Churchill, over
half of the audience consistently  
shouted for local issues; it was  
in reply to this that Theobald
disengeneously claimed credit  
for house construction and ranted  
at Whitehall restrictions. But  
he refused to answer on the issue  
of empty houses and demolition;
while more houses are demolished  
each year than the corporation  
puts up, 1,900 properties with a
rateable value of £280,000 have  
remained empty for periods of over  
three months. (Finance Committee  
minutes, January 1970). Although
the Local Government Act of 1966








